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TIM GRAY
As a stand-up and member of the sketch group HUNKS, Tim has performed in festivals across North America including Just
For Laughs Northwest, Oddblock Comedy Festival, San Francisco Sketchfest, Chicago Sketchfest, etc. Tim has appeared twice
on the CBC Radio program ‘The Debaters’ including a debate that resulted in a marriage to comedian comrade Dana Smith in
2018. In 2017 Gray released his debut comedy album called You Gotta Laugh. Tim is the Booker for Comedy at Wee Johnny’s
and produces a monthly show there called “Tim & Friends” (very original).
Web: timgraycomedy.com
Twitter: @timgrayrulez Instagram: @timgrayrulez

MIKE GREEN
Mike Green is thrilled that you have navigated to his page, and hopes it wasn’t the result of clicking the wrong link after
google searching Mike Green the NHL player. Mike Green the comedian has told jokes for years on stages all across the
country, and is in all likelihood even more satisﬁed with his life than Mike Green the NHL player. Mike Green is most proud
of the work he’s done touring the last few years with the Raise the Woof fundraisers shows which beneﬁt animal shelters
all across Canada. This Mike Green has been building a reputation for the past six years by working with some of the top
comedic acts in North America and freelance work with the CBC. He’s always eager to get onstage at any type of show, from
the weekly open mic he’s run for the past six years, hosting at the inaugural ODDBLOCK Comedy Block Party, to the Winnipeg
Comedy Festival, for which he’s also been picked ﬁve years consecutively. Also, he’s as handsome as he is brave.
Twitter: @MikeGreenWho

ANDY NOBLE
Over the last six years, Andy has been making a name for himself with his not too dirty, not too clean, but always honest,
style of comedy. On any given night Andy can be seen performing all over Winnipeg and touring across Canada. He has made
multiple appearances at the Winnipeg Comedy Festival as well as the Oddblock festival. In 2015, Andy won the “Winnipeg’s
funniest person with a day job” contest at Rumors Comedy Club, where he is now a regular host and headliner. In addition to
stand-up, Andy was also a writer/actor for Shaw TV’s late night comedy show The Week Thus Far. With jokes on a wide range of
topics and a laid back style Andy is sure to entertain crowds of all kinds.
Twitter: @andyofnoble
Instagram: @hank_scorpio24

DANA SMITH
Dana runs the successful monthly Women’s Open Mic and is a member of the sketch group HUNKS. She’s been featured in Just
for Laughs Northwest, the Winnipeg Comedy festival, Chicago Sketchfest, San Francisco Sketchfest Edmonton’s Improvaganza
and has recorded for SiriusXM radio.
Twitter: @DanaSmithComedy

JARED STORY
Jared Story is the host and producer of the Winnipeg Comedy Showcase at the Park Theatre, a quarterly stand-up series featuring
the best comedians in the city performing their A material. Jared also hosts Monday Night Mic, the Park’s monthly comedy open mic,
and has opened for the likes of Jen Kirkman, Scott Thompson, Bruce McCulloch, Wendy Liebman and Mick Foley.
Twitter: @jrockarolla
Instagram: @jrockarolla

